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Overview
Speed Up!
During the last several decades, simulations have
become an important part of science, bridging the
gap between theory and experiment. Although the
capability of simulation technologies for both
scientific and engineering purpose is growing
everyday, problems of cost in terms of time and
money remain. Multi CPU-GPU architecture, where
some of the computations are off-loaded to high-end
graphics cards, is a fast-developing, cost-effective
technology, and is a novel solution for balancing cost
and performance. In this poster I will briefly explain
this cutting-edge technology and discuss difficulties
and benefits of multi CPU-GPU programming for
physics simulations.
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Fig 3 : Run time comparison of a typical
particle trajectory simulation with RK4
method with single precision(blue) and
double precision(red) in log10 seconds.
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Impact

Multi CPU-GPU computation is a quick booster on
4
existing systems. For example, at CSPAR we
purchased GPU enhanced cluster nodes which are
currently under testing and technical development.
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GPU programming more computational grid cell is assigned to a GPU
complex than traditional core which updates values at each time level.
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hardware is heterogeneous.
We must learn to think of Multi CPU-GPU computation is beneficial for
large scale simulations. Adapting an existing
algorithms in a new way.
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parallel computation is recommended before
moving such a system. In addition, multi CPUFig 2 : Brief architecture
GPU is a developing technology, and there are
overview of multi CPUlimitations on computation; e.g. no built-in
GPU cluster node (similar
random number generator for GPU.
to the one of Fig1)

Looking Forward to the Future

This new technology is potentially the foundation for many types of future simulations. This cost efficient
hardware will encourage simulators with higher accuracy and shorter computation times. The key will
be to educate the next generation of programmers to utilize this technology.
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